W e propose and test new adaptive question design and estimation algorithms for partialprofile conjoint analysis. Polyhedral question design focuses questions to reduce a feasible set of parameters as rapidly as possible. Analytic center estimation uses a centrality criterion based on consistency with respondents' answers. Both algorithms run with no noticeable delay between questions.
W e propose and test new adaptive question design and estimation algorithms for partialprofile conjoint analysis. Polyhedral question design focuses questions to reduce a feasible set of parameters as rapidly as possible. Analytic center estimation uses a centrality criterion based on consistency with respondents' answers. Both algorithms run with no noticeable delay between questions.
We evaluate the proposed methods relative to established benchmarks for question design (random selection, D-efficient designs, adaptive conjoint analysis) and estimation (hierarchical Bayes). Monte Carlo simulations vary respondent heterogeneity and response errors. For low numbers of questions, polyhedral question design does best (or is tied for best) for all tested domains. For high numbers of questions, efficient fixed designs do better in some domains. Analytic center estimation shows promise for high heterogeneity and for low response errors; hierarchical Bayes for low heterogeneity and high response errors. Other simulations evaluate hybrid methods, which include self-explicated data.
A field test (330 respondents) compared methods on both internal validity (holdout tasks) and external validity (actual choice of a laptop bag worth approximately $100). The field test is consistent with the simulation results and offers strong support for polyhedral question design. In addition, marketplace sales were consistent with conjoint-analysis predictions. (New Product Research; Measurement; Internet Marketing; Estimation and Other Statistical Techniques) 
Polyhedral Methods for Conjoint Analysis
We propose and test (1) a new adaptive questiondesign method that attempts to reduce respondent burden while simultaneously improving accuracy and (2) a new estimation procedure based on centrality concepts. For each respondent the question-design method dynamically adapts the design of the next question using that respondent's answers to previous questions. Because the methods make full use of high-speed computations and adaptive, customized local Web pages, they are ideally suited for Webbased panels. The adaptive method interprets question design as a mathematical program and estimates the solution to the program using recent developments based on the interior points of polyhedra. The estimation method also relies on interior point techniques and is designed to provide robust estimates from relatively few questions. The question design
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and estimation methods are modular and can be evaluated separately and/or combined with a range of existing methods. Adapting question design within a respondent, using that respondent's answers to previous questions, is a difficult dynamic optimization problem. Adaptation within respondents should be distinguished from techniques that adapt across respondents. Sawtooth Software's adaptive conjoint analysis (ACA) is the only published method of which we are aware that attempts to solve this problem (Johnson 1987 (Johnson , 1991 . In contrast, aggregate customization methods, such as the Huber and Zwerina (1996) , Arora and Huber (2001) , and Sandor and Wedel (2001, 2002) algorithms, adapt designs across respondents based on either pretests or Bayesian priors.
ACA uses a data-collection format known as metric paired-comparison questions and relies on balancing utility between the pairs subject to orthogonality and feature balance. We provide an example of a metric-paired comparison question in Figure 1 . To date, aggregate customization methods have focused on a stated-choice data-collection format known as choice-based conjoint (CBC; e.g. Louviere et al. 2000) . Polyhedral methods can be used to design either metric-paired-comparison questions or choice-based questions. In this paper we focus on metric-paired-comparison questions because this is Figure 1 Metric Paired-Comparison Format for I-Zone Camera Redesign one of the most widely used and applied datacollection formats for conjoint analysis (Green et al. 2001, p. S66; Ter Hofstede et al. 2002, p. 259) . In addition, metric paired-comparison questions are common in computer-aided interviewing, have proven reliable in previous studies (Reibstein et al. 1988, Urban and Katz 1983) , provide interval-scaled data with strong transitivity properties (Hauser and Shugan 1980) , provide valid and reliable parameter estimates (Leigh et al. 1984) , and enjoy wide use in practice and in the literature (Wittink and Cattin 1989) . We are extending polyhedral methods to CBC formats (Toubia et al. 2003) .
Our goal is an initial evaluation of polyhedral methods relative to existing methods under a variety of empirically relevant conditions. We do not expect that any one method will always outperform the benchmarks, nor do we intend that our findings be interpreted as criticism of any of the benchmarks. Our findings indicate that polyhedral methods have the potential to enhance the effectiveness of existing conjoint methods by providing new capabilities that complement existing methods.
Because the methods are new and adopt a different estimation philosophy, we use Monte Carlo experiments to explore their properties. The Monte Carlo experiments explore the conditions under which polyhedral methods are likely to do better or worse than extant methods. We demonstrate practical domains where polyhedral methods show promise relative to a representative set of widely applied and studied methods. The findings also highlight opportunities for future research by illustrating domains where improvements are necessary and/or where extant methods are likely to remain superior.
We also undertake a large-scale empirical test involving a real product-a laptop computer bag worth approximately $100. Respondents first completed a series of Web-based conjoint questions chosen by one of three question-design methods (the methods were assigned randomly). After a filler task, respondents in the study were given $100 to spend on a choice set of five bags. Respondents received their chosen bag together with the difference in cash between the price of their chosen bag and the $100. We compare question-design and estimation methods
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Fast Polyhedral Adaptive Conjoint Estimation on both internal and external validity. Internal validity is evaluated by comparing how well the methods predict several holdout conjoint questions. External validity is evaluated by comparing how well the different conjoint methods predict which bag respondents later chose to purchase using their $100. The paper is structured as follows. We begin by describing polyhedral question design and analytic center estimation for metric paired-comparison tasks. Detailed mathematics are provided in Appendix 1 and open-source code is available from http://mktsci. pubs.informs.org. We next describe the design and results of the Monte Carlo experiments. Finally, we describe the field test and the comparative results. We close with a description of the launch of the laptop bag, a summary of the findings, and suggestions for future research.
Polyhedral Question Design and Estimation
We begin with a conceptual description that highlights the geometry of the conjoint-analysis parameter space. We illustrate the concepts with a threeparameter problem because three-dimensional spaces are easy to visualize and explain. The methods generalize easily to realistic problems that contain 10, 20, or even 100 product features. Indeed, relative to existing methods, the polyhedral methods are proposed for larger numbers of product features. By a parameter, we refer to a partworth that needs to be estimated. For example, 20 features with 2 levels each require 20 parameters because we can scale to zero the partworth of the least preferred feature. Similarly, 10 three-level features also require 20 parameters. Interactions among features require still more parameters. Suppose that we have three features of an instant camera: picture quality, picture taking (two-step versus one-step), and styling covers (changeable versus permanent). If we scale the least desirable level of each feature to zero, we have three nonnegative parameters to estimate-u 1 , u 2 , and u 3 -reflecting the additional utility (partworth) associated with the most desirable level of each feature.
1 The measurement scale on which the questions are asked imposes natural boundary conditions. For example, the sum of the partworths of Camera A minus the sum of the partworths of Camera B can be at most equal to the maximum scale difference. In practice, the partworths have only relative meaning, so scaling allows us to impose a wide range of boundary conditions without loss of generality. Therefore, to better visualize the algorithm, we impose a constraint that the sum of the parameters does not exceed some large number (e.g., 100). Under this constraint, prior to any data collection, the feasible region for the parameters is the three-dimensional bounded polyhedron in Figure 2a .
Suppose that we ask the respondent to evaluate a pair of profiles that vary on one or more features and the respondent says (1) that he or she prefers profile C 1 to profile C 2 , and (2) provides a rating, a, to indicate the strength of his or her preference. Assuming for the moment that the respondent answers without error, this introduces an equality constraint that the utility associated with profile C 1 exceeds the utility of C 2 by an amount equal to the rating. If we define u = u 1 u 2 u 3 T as the 3 × 1 vector of parameters, z l as the 1 × 3 vector of product features for the left profile, and z r as the 1 × 3 vector of product features for the right profile, then, for additive utility, this equality constraint can be written as z l u − z r u = a. We can use geometry to characterize what we have learned from this response.
Specifically, we define x = z l − z r such that x is a 1 × 3 vector describing the difference between the two profiles in the question. Then, x u = a defines a hyperplane through the polyhedron in Figure 2a . The only feasible values of u are those that are in the intersection of this hyperplane and the polyhedron. The new feasible set is also a polyhedron, but it is reduced by one dimension (two dimensions rather than three dimensions). Because smaller polyhedra mean fewer parameter values are feasible, questions that reduce 1 In this example, we assume preferential independence which implies an additive utility function. We can handle interactions by relabeling features. For example, a 2 × 2 interaction between two features is equivalent to one four-level feature. We hold to this convention throughout the paper. the size of the initial polyhedron as fast as possible lead to more precise estimates of the parameters. However, in any real problem we expect a respondent's answer to contain error. We can model this error as a probability density function over the parameter space (as in standard statistical inference). Alternatively, we can incorporate imprecision in a response by treating the equality constraint x u = a as a set of two inequality constraints: a − ≤ x u ≤ a + . In this case, the hyperplane defined by the question-answer pair has "width." The intersection of the initial polyhedron and the "fat" hyperplane is now a three-dimensional polyhedron as illustrated in Figure 2b .
When we ask more questions we constrain the parameter space further. Each question, if asked carefully, will result in a hyperplane that intersects a polyhedron resulting in a smaller polyhedrona "thin" region in Figure 2a or a "fat" region in Figure 2b . Each new question-answer pair slices the polyhedron in Figure 2a or 2b yielding more precise estimates of the parameter vector u.
We incorporate prior information about the parameters by imposing constraints on the parameter space. For example, if u m and u h are the medium and high levels, respectively, of a feature, then we impose the constraint u m ≤ u h on the polyhedron. Previous research suggests that these types of constraints enhance estimation (Johnson 1999, Srinivasan and Shocker 1973) . We now examine question design for metric paired-comparison data by dealing first with the case in which subjects respond without error ( Figure 2a ). We then describe how to modify the algorithm to handle error (e.g., Figure 2b ).
Selecting Questions to Shrink the Feasible Set Rapidly
The question-design task describes the design of the profiles that respondents are asked to compare. Questions are more informative if the answers allow us to estimate partworths more quickly. For this reason, we select the respondent's next question in a manner that is likely to reduce the size of the feasible set (for that respondent) as fast as possible.
Consider for a moment a 20-dimensional problem (without errors in the answers). As in Figure 2a , a question-based constraint reduces the dimensionality by one. That is, the first question reduces a 20-dimensional set to a 19-dimensional set; the next question reduces this set to an 18-dimensional set, and so on. After the twelfth question, for example, we reach an eight-dimensional set: 8 dimensions = 20 parameters − 12 questions. Without further restriction, the feasible parameters are generally not unique-any point in the eight-dimensional set (polyhedron) is still feasible. However, the eight-dimensional set might be quite small, and we might have a very good idea of the partworths. For example, the first 12 questions TOUBIA, SIMESTER, HAUSER, AND DAHAN Fast Polyhedral Adaptive Conjoint Estimation might be enough to tell us that some features-say picture quality, styling covers, and battery life-have large partworths, while other features-say folding capability, light selection, and film ejection methodhave very small partworths. If this holds across respondents, then during an early phase of a product development process, the product development team might feel they have enough information to focus on the key features. Although the polyhedral algorithm is designed for high-dimensional spaces, it is hard to visualize 20-dimensional polyhedra. Instead, we illustrate the polyhedral question-design method in a situation where the remaining feasible set is easy to visualize. Specifically, by generalizing our notation slightly touestions and p parameters, we define a as the q × 1 vector of answers and X as the q × p matrix with rows equal to x for each question (recall that x is a 1 × p vector). Then the respondent's answers to the firstuestions define a (p − q)-dimensional hyperplane given by the equation X u = a. This hyperplane intersects the initial p-dimensional polyhedron to give us a (p − q)-dimensional polyhedron. In the example of p = 20 parameters and q = 18 questions, the result is a two-dimensional polyhedron that is easy to visualize. Choice of Question (2-Dimensional Slice)
x′ a′ ( , ) x′ a′ ( , ) One such two-dimensional polyhedron is illustrated in Figure 3 . Our task is to select questions that reduce the twodimensional polyhedron as fast as possible. Mathematically, we select a new question vector, x, and the respondent answers this question with a new rating, a. We add the new question vector as the last row of the question matrix and we add the new answer as the last row of the answer vector. While everything is really happening in p-dimensional space, the net result is that the new hyperplane will intersect the two-dimensional polyhedron in a line segment (i.e., a one-dimensional polyhedron). The slope of the line will be determined by x and the intercept by a. We illustrate two potential question-answer pairs in Figure 3a . The slope of the line is determined by the question, the specific line by the answer, and the remaining feasible set by the line segment within the polyhedron. In Figure 3a one of the question-answer pairs ( x a) reduces the feasible set more rapidly than the other question-answer pair ( x a ). Figure 3b repeats a question-answer pair ( x a) and illustrates an alternative answer to the same question ( x a ).
If the polyhedron is elongated, as in Figure 3 , then in most cases, questions that imply line segments TOUBIA, SIMESTER, HAUSER, AND DAHAN Fast Polyhedral Adaptive Conjoint Estimation perpendicular to the longest "axis" of the polyhedron are questions that result in the smallest remaining feasible sets. Also, because the longest "axis" is in some sense a bigger target, it is more likely that the respondent's answer will select a hyperplane that intersects the polyhedron. From analytic geometry we know that hyperplanes (line segments in Figure 3 ) are perpendicular to their defining vectors ( x). Thus, we can reduce the feasible set as fast as possible (and make it more likely that answers are feasible) if we choose question vectors that are parallel to the longest "axis." For example, both line segments based on x in Figure 3b are shorter than the line segment based on x in Figure 3a .
If we can develop an algorithm that works in any p-dimensional space, then we can generalize this intuition to any question, q, such that q ≤ p. After receiving answers to the firstuestions, we could find the longest vector of the (p-q)-dimensional polyhedron of feasible parameter values. We could then ask the question based on a vector that is parallel to this "axis." The respondent's answer creates a hyperplane that intersects the polyhedron to produce a new polyhedron. We address later the cases where respondents' answers contain error and where q > p.
Centrality Estimation
Polyhedral geometry also gives us a means to estimate the parameter vector, u, when q ≤ p. Recall that, after question q, any point in the remaining polyhedron is consistent with the answers the respondent has provided. If we impose a diffuse prior that any feasible point is equally likely, then we would like to select the point that minimizes the expected error. This point is the center of the feasible polyhedron, or more precisely, the polyhedron's center of gravity. The smaller the feasible set, either due to better question design or more questions (higher q), the more precise the estimate. If there were no respondent errors, then the estimate would converge to its true value when q = p (the feasible set becomes a single point, with zero dimensionality). For q > p the same point would remain feasible. As we discuss below, this changes when responses contain error.
This technique of estimating partworths from the center of a feasible polyhedron is related to that proposed by Srinivasan and Shocker (1973, p. 350) who suggest using a linear program to find the "innermost" point that maximizes the minimum distance from the hyperplanes that bound the feasible set. Philosophically, the proposed polyhedral method makes use of the information in the constraints and then takes a central estimate based on what is still feasible. Carefully chosen questions shrink the feasible set rapidly. We then use a centrality estimate that has proven to be a surprisingly good approximation in a variety of engineering problems. More generally, the centrality estimate is similar in some respects to the proven robustness of linear models, and in some cases, to the robustness of equally weighted models (Dawes and Corrigan 1974 , Einhorn 1971 , Huber 1975 , Moore and Semenik 1988 , Srinivasan and Park 1997 .
Interior-Point Algorithms and the Analytic Center of a Polyhedron
To select questions and obtain intermediate estimates, the proposed heuristics require that we solve two nontrivial mathematical programs. First, we must find the longest "axis" of a polyhedron (to select the next question) and second, we must find the polyhedron's center of gravity (to provide a centrality estimate). If we were to define the longest "axis" of a polyhedron as the longest line segment in the polyhedron, then one method to find the longest "axis" would be to enumerate the vertices of the polyhedron and compute the distances between the vertices. However, solving this problem requires checking every extreme point, which is computationally intractable (Gritzmann and Klee 1993) . In practice, solving the problem would impose noticeable delays between questions. Also, the longest line segment in a polyhedron may not capture the concept of a longest "axis." Finding the center of gravity of the polyhedron is even more difficult and computationally demanding.
Fortunately, recent work in the mathematical programming literature has led to extremely fast algorithms based on projections within the interior of polyhedrons (much of this work started with Karmarkar 1984) . Interior-point algorithms are now used routinely to solve large problems and have In 1985, Sonnevend demonstrated that the shape of a bounded polyhedron can be approximated by proportional ellipsoids, centered at the "analytic center" of the polyhedron. The analytic center is the point in the polyhedron that maximizes the geometric mean of the distances to the boundaries of the polyhedron. It is a central point that approximates the center of gravity of the polyhedron, and finds practical use in engineering and optimization. Furthermore, the axes of the ellipsoids are well-defined and intuitively capture the concept of an "axis" of a polyhedron. For more details see Freund (1993) , Nesterov and Nemirovskii (1994) , Sonnevend (1985a, b) , and Vaidja (1989) .
Polyhedral Question Design and Analytic Center Estimation
We illustrate the proposed process in Figure 4 , using the same two-dimensional polyhedron depicted in Figure 3 . The algorithm proceeds in four steps. We first find a point in the interior of the polyhedron. This is a simple linear programming (LP) problem and runs quickly. Then, following Freund (1993) we use Newton's method to make the point more central. This is a well-formed problem and converges quickly to yield the analytic center as illustrated by the black dot in Figure 4 . We next find a bounding ellipsoid based on a formula that depends on the analytic center and the question-matrix, X. We then find the longest axis of the ellipsoid (diagonal line in Figure 4 ) with a quadratic program that has a closed-form solution. The next question, x, is based on the vector most nearly parallel to this axis. A formal (mathematical) description of each step is provided in Appendix 1. Analytically, this algorithm works well in higher dimensional spaces. For example, Figure 5 illustrates the algorithm when p − q = 3, where we reduce a three-dimensional feasible set to a two-dimensional feasible set. Figure 5a illustrates a polyhedron based on the firstuestions. Figure 5b illustrates a bounding three-dimensional ellipsoid, the longest axis of that ellipsoid, and the analytic center. The longest axis defines the question that is asked next, which in turn defines the slope of the hyperplane that intersects the polyhedron. One such hyperplane is shown in Figure 5c . The respondent's answer locates the specific hyperplane. The intersection of the selected hyperplane and the three-dimensional polyhedron is a new two-dimensional polyhedron, such as that in Figure 4 . This process applies (in higher dimensions) from the first question to the pth question. For example, the first question implies a hyperplane that cuts the first p-dimensional polyhedron such that the intersection yields a (p − 1)-dimensional polyhedron.
The polyhedral algorithm runs extremely fast. We have implemented the algorithm for the Web-based empirical test described later in this paper. Based on this example, with 10 two-level features, respondents noticed no delay in question design nor any difference in speed versus a fixed design. For a demonstration see the Website referenced in the Acknowledgments.
Inconsistent Responses and Error-Modeling
Figures 2 through 5 illustrate the geometry when respondents answer without error. However, real respondents are unlikely to be perfectly consistent. It is more likely that, for some q < p, the respondent's answers will be inconsistent and the polyhedron will become empty. That is, we will no longer be able to find any parameters, u, that satisfy the equations that define the polyhedron, X u = a. Thus, for real applications, we extend the polyhedral algorithm to address response errors. Specifically, we adjust the polyhedron in a minimal way to ensure that some parameter values are still feasible. We do this by modeling errors, , in the respondent's answers such that a − ≤ X u ≤ a + (recall Figure 2b) . We then choose the minimum errors such that these constraints are satisfied. This same modification covers estimation for the case of q > p. Appendix 1 provides the mathematical program (OPT4) that we use to estimate u and . The algorithm is easily modified to incorporate alternative error formulations, such as least-squares or minimum sum of absolute deviations, rather than this "minimax" criterion.
2 Exploratory simulations suggest that the algorithm is robust to the choice of error criterion.
To implement this policy for analytic center estimation, we use a two-stage algorithm. In the first stage we treat the responses as if they occurred without error-the feasible polyhedron shrinks rapidly and the analytic center is a working estimate of the true parameters. However, as soon as the feasible set becomes empty, we adjust the constraints by adding or subtracting "errors," where we choose the minimum errors, , for which the feasible set is nonempty. The analytic center of the new polyhedron becomes the working estimate and becomes an index of response error.
3 As with all our heuristics, the accuracy of our error-modeling method is tested with simulation. While estimates based on this heuristic seem to converge for the domains that we test (reduce mean errors, no measured bias), we recognize the need for further exploration of this heuristic, together with the development of a formal error theory.
Addressing Other Practical Implementation Issues
Implementation raises several additional issues. Alternative solutions to these issues may yield more or less accurate parameter estimates, and so the performance of the polyhedral methods in the validation tasks are lower bounds on the performance of this class of methods.
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Product Profiles with Discrete Features. In most conjoint analysis problems the features are specified at discrete levels, as in Figure 1 . This constrains the elements of the x vector to be 1 −1 0, or 0, depending on whether the left profile, the right profile, neither profile, or both profiles have the "high" feature, respectively. In this case we choose the vector that is most nearly parallel to the longest axis of the ellipsoid. Because we can always recode multilevel features or interacting features as binary features, the geometric insights still hold even if we otherwise simplify the algorithm.
Restrictions on Question Design. For a p-dimensional problem we may wish to vary fewer than p features in any paired-comparison question. For example, Sawtooth Software (1996, p. 7) suggests that: "Most respondents can handle three attributes after they've become familiar with the task. Experience tells us that there does not seem to be much benefit from using more than three attributes." We incorporate this constraint by restricting the set of questions over which we search when finding a question-vector that is parallel to the longest axis of the ellipse.
First Question. Unless we have prior information before any question is asked, the initial polyhedron of feasible utilities is defined by the boundary constraints. If the boundary constraints are symmetric, the polyhedron is also symmetric and the polyhedral method offers little guidance for the choice of the first question. In these situations we choose the first question for each respondent so that it helps improve estimates of the population means by balancing how often each feature level appears in the set of questions answered by all respondents. In particular, for the first question presented to each respondent we choose feature levels that appeared infrequently in the questions answered by previous respondents.
Question Design When the Parameter Set Becomes Infeasible. Analytic center estimation is well-defined when the parameter set becomes infeasible, but question design is not. Thus, in the simulations we use a random question design heuristic when the parameter set is infeasible. 4 This provides a lower bound on what might be achieved.
Programming. The optimization algorithms used for the simulations are written in Matlab and are available at http://mitsloan.mit.edu/vc. This Web site contains (1) open source code to implement the methods described in this paper, (2) open source code for the simulations described in this paper, (3) detailed instructions for implementing the method, (4) worked examples, (5) demonstrations of Web-based questionnaires, (6) raw empirical data, and (7) 
Monte Carlo Simulations
Polyhedral methods for conjoint analysis are new and untested. Although interior-point algorithms and the centrality criterion have been successful in many engineering problems, we are unaware of any prior application to marketing problems. Thus, we turn first to Monte Carlo experiments to identify circumstances in which polyhedral methods may contribute to the effectiveness of current methods. Monte Carlo simulations offer at least three advantages for the initial test of a new method. First, they facilitate comparison of different techniques in a range of domains such as varying levels of respondent heterogeneity and response accuracy. We can also evaluate combinations of the techniques, for example, mixing polyhedral question design with extant estimation methods. Second, simulations resolve the issue of identifying the correct answer. In studies involving actual customers, the true partial utilities are unobserved. In simulations the true partial utilities are constructed so that we can compare how well alternative methods identify the true utilities from noisy
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Fast Polyhedral Adaptive Conjoint Estimation responses. Finally, other researchers can readily replicate the findings. However, simulations do not guarantee that real respondents behave as simulated nor do they reveal which domain is likely to best summarize field experience. Thus, following the simulations, we examine a field test that matches one of the simulated domains. Many papers have used the relative strengths of Monte Carlo experiments to study conjoint techniques, providing insights on interactions, robustness, continuity, feature correlation, segmentation, new estimation methods, new data-collection methods, post-analysis with hierarchical Bayes methods, and comparisons of ACA, CBC, and other conjoint methods. Although we focus on specific benchmarks, there are many comparisons in the literature of these benchmarks to other methods (see reviews and citations in Green 1984; Green et al. 2001 Green et al. , 2002 Srinivasan 1978, 1990; Hauser and Rao 2003; Moore 2003) .
We test polyhedral question design versus three question design benchmarks and analytic center estimation versus hierarchical Bayes estimation. The initial simulations vary respondent heterogeneity, accuracy of respondent answers, and the number of questions. In a second set of simulations we also consider the role of self-explicated responses and vary the accuracy of self-explicated responses.
Respondent Heterogeneity, Response Errors, and Number of Questions We focus on a design problem involving 10 features, where a product development team is interested in learning the incremental utility contributed by each feature. We follow convention and scale to zero the partworth of the low level of a feature and, without loss of generality, bound it by 100. This results in a total of 10 parameters to estimate (p = 10). We anticipate that the polyhedral methods are particularly well-suited to solving problems in which there are a large number of parameters relative to the number of responses from each individual (q < p). Thus, we vary the number of questions from slightly less than the number of parameters (q = 8) to comfortably more than the number of parameters (q = 16).
We simulate each respondent's partworths by drawing independently and randomly from a normal distribution with mean 50 and variance 2 u , truncated to the range. We explored the sensitivity of the findings to this specification by testing different methods of drawing partworths, including beta distributions that tend to yield more similar partworths (inverted-U shape distributions), more diverse partworths (U-shaped distributions), or moderately diverse partworths (uniform distributions). Sensitivity analyses for key findings did not suggest much variation. Nonetheless, this is an important area for more systematic future research. By manipulating the standard deviation of the normal distribution we explore a relatively homogeneous population ( u = 10) and a relatively heterogeneous population ( u = 30). These values were chosen because they are comparable to those used elsewhere in the literature, because they result in moderate-to-low truncation, and because their range illustrates how the accuracy of the methods varies with heterogeneity.
To simulate the response to each metric pairedcomparison (PC) question, we calculate the true utility difference between each pair of product profiles by multiplying the design vector by the vector of true partworths: x u. We assume that the respondents' answers to the questions equal the true utility difference plus a zero-mean normal response error with variance 2 pc . The assumption of normally distributed error is common in the literature and appears to be a reasonable assumption about PC response errors (Wittink and Cattin 1981 report no systematic effects due to the type of error distribution assumed). We select response errors, comparable to those used in the literature. Specifically, to illustrate the range of response errors we use both a low response error ( pc = 20) and a high response error ( pc = 40).
5 For each comparison, we simulate 500 respondents (in five sets of 100).
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Question Design Benchmarks
We compare the polyhedral question-design method against three benchmarks: random question design, a fixed design, and the question design used by adaptive conjoint analysis (ACA). For levels within random benchmark, the feature levels are chosen randomly and equally-likely. The fixed design provides another nonadaptive benchmark. For q > p, we select the (q = 16) design with an algorithm that seeks the highest obtainable D-efficiency (Kuhfield et al. 1994 ). Efficiency is not defined for q < p, thus, for q = 8, we follow the procedure established by Lenk et al. (1996) and choose questions randomly from an efficient design for q = 16. We choose ACA question design as our third benchmark because it is the industry and academic standard for within-respondent adaptive question design. For example, Green et al. (1991, p. 215) stated that "in the short span of five years, Sawtooth Software's Adaptive Conjoint Analysis has become one of the industry's most popular software packages for collecting and analyzing conjoint data," and go on to cite a number of academic papers on ACA. Although accuracy claims vary, ACA appears to predict reasonably well in many situations (Johnson 1991 , Orme 1999 .
The ACA method includes five sections: an unacceptability task (that is often skipped), a ranking of levels within features, a series of self-explicated (SE) questions, the metric paired-comparison (PC) questions, and purchase intentions for calibration concepts. The question design procedure has not changed since it was "originally programmed for the Apple II computer in the late 70s" (Orme and King 2002) . It adapts the PC questions based on intermediate estimates (after each question) of the partworths. These intermediate estimates are based on an OLS regression using the SE and PC responses and ensure that the pairs of profiles are nearly equal in estimated utility (utility balance). Additional constraints restrict the overall design to be nearly orthogonal (features and levels are presented independently) and balanced (features and levels appear with near equal frequency).
To avoid handicapping the ACA question design in the initial simulations, we simulate the SE responses without adding error. In particular, Sawtooth Software asks for SE responses using a four-point scale, in which the respondent states the relative importance of improving the product from one feature level to another (e.g., adding automatic film ejection to an instant camera). We set the SE responses equal to the true partworths but discretize the answer to match the ACA scale.
Our code was written using Sawtooth Software's documentation together with e-mail interactions with the company's representatives. We then confirmed the accuracy of the code by asking Sawtooth Software to re-estimate partworths for a small sample of data.
Estimation Benchmark
The two estimation methods are the analytic center (AC) method described earlier and hierarchical Bayes (HB) estimation. Hierarchical Bayes estimation uses data from the population to inform the distribution of partworths across respondents and, in doing so, estimates the posterior mean of respondent-level partworths with an algorithm based on Gibbs sampling and the Metropolis Hastings algorithm (Allenby and Rossi 1999 , Arora et al. 1998 , Johnson 1999 , Lenk et al. 1996 , Liechty et al. 2001 , Sawtooth Software 2001 , Yang et al. 2002 . For ACA question design, Sawtooth Software recommends HB as their most accurate sestimation method (Sawtooth Software 2002, p. 11) . For this initial comparison, for all question-design methods, we use data from the SEs as starting values and we use the SEs to constrain the rank order of the levels for each feature (Sawtooth Software 2001, p. 13).
6
Criterion To compare the performance of each benchmark we calculate the mean absolute accuracy of the parameter estimates (true versus estimated values averaged across parameters and respondents). We chose 6 Another version of Sawtooth Software's HB algorithm also uses the SEs to constraint the relative partworths across features. We test this version in our next set of simulations. This enables us to isolate the impact of the paired-comparison question design algorithm.
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Fast Polyhedral Adaptive Conjoint Estimation to report mean absolute error (MAE) rather than root mean squared error (RMSE) because the former is less sensitive to outliers and is more robust over a variety of induced error distributions (Hoaglin et al. 1983 , Tukey 1960 . However, as a practical matter, the qualitative implications of our simulations are the same for both error measures. Indeed, except for a scale change, the results are almost identical for both MAE and RMSE. This is not surprising; for normal distributions the two measures differ only by a factor of (2/ 1/2 . The results are based on the average of five simulations, each with 100 respondents. To reduce unnecessary variance among question-design methods, we first draw the partworths and then use the same partworths to evaluate each question-design method. The use of multiple draws makes the results less sensitive to spurious effects from a single draw.
Results of the Initial Monte Carlo Experiments
We begin with the results obtained from using eight (q = 8) paired comparison questions. This is the type of domain for which polyhedral question design and analytic center estimation were developed (more parameters to estimate than there are questions). Moreover, within this domain there are generally a range of partworths that are feasible, so the polyhedron is not empty. In our simulations the polyhedron contains feasible answers for an average of 7.97 questions when response errors are low. When response errors are high, this average drops to 6.64. Table 1 reports the MAE in the estimated partworths for a complete crossing of question-design methods, estimation methods, response error, and heterogeneity. The best results (lowest error) in each column are indicated by bold text. In Table 2 we reorganize the data to indicate the directional impact of either heterogeneity or response errors on the performance of the question-design and estimation methods. In particular, we average the performance of each question-design method across estimation methods (and vice versa). To indicate the directional effect of heterogeneity we average across response errors (and vice versa).
Question-Design Methods
The findings indicate that when there are only a small number of PC questions, the polyhedral questiondesign method performs well compared to the other three benchmarks. This conclusion holds across the different levels of response error and heterogeneity. The improvement over the random question-design method is reassuring, but perhaps not surprising. The improvement over the fixed method is also not surprising when there are a small number of questions, because it is not possible to achieve the balance and orthogonality goals that the fixed method seeks. The comparison with ACA question design is more interesting. Further investigation reveals that the relatively poor performance of the ACA method can be attributed, in part, to endogeneity bias, resulting from utility balance-the method that ACA uses to adapt questions. To understand this result we first recognize that any adaptive question-design method is potentially subject to endogeneity bias. Specifically, the qth question depends upon the answers to the first q − 1 questions. This means that the qth question depends, in part, on any response errors in the first q − 1 questions. This is a classical problem, which often leads to bias (see, for example, Judge et al. 1985, p. 571) . Thus, adaptivity represents a tradeoff: We get better estimates more quickly, but with the risk of endogeneity bias. In our simulations, the absolute bias with ACA questions and AC estimation is approximately 6.6% of the mean when averaged across domains. This is statistically significant, in part because of the large sample size in the simulations. Polyhedral question design is also adaptive and it, too, could lead to biases. However, in all four domains, the bias for ACA questions is significantly larger than the bias for polyhedral questions (1.0% on average for AC). The endogeneity bias in ACA questions appears to be from utility-balanced question design; it is not removed with HB estimation.
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Detailed results are available from the authors.
7 While further analyses of endogeneity bias are beyond the scope of this paper, they represent an interesting topic for future research. In particular, it might be possible to derive estimation methods that correct for these endogeneity biases.
Estimation Methods
For homogeneous populations, hierarchical Bayes consistently performed better than analytic center estimation, irrespective of the question-design method. The performance differences were generally large. Hierarchical Bayes estimation uses populationlevel data to moderate individual estimates. If the population is homogenous, then at the individual level, the ratio of noise to true variation is higher, so moderating this variance through population-level data improves accuracy. However, if the population is heterogeneous, then reliance on population data makes it more difficult to identify the true individuallevel variation, and analytic center estimation does better. For a heterogeneous population, the combination of polyhedral question design and analytic center estimation was significantly more accurate than any other combination of question-design or estimation method (Table 1) .
The findings also suggest that hierarchical Bayes is relatively more accurate when response errors are high, while analytic center estimation is more likely to be favored when response errors are low. The reliance of hierarchical Bayes on population-level data may also explain the role of response errors. If response errors are large, much of the individual-level variance is due to noise. Population-level data are less sensitive to response errors (due to aggregation), so reliance on this data helps to improve accuracy. On the other hand, when response errors are low, the polyhedron stays feasible longer and the analytic center method appears to do a better job of identifying individuallevel variation. 7 The endogeneity biases persist in most domains for q = 16. In most cases the endogeneity biases for ACA questions are larger than those for polyhedral questions. We have been able to show formally that utility balance leads to bias for OLS, but we have not yet been able to construct proofs for AC or HB. Proofs available from the authors.
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Additional Paired-Comparison Questions Although polyhedral methods were developed primarily for situations with only a relatively small number of questions, there remain important applications in which a larger number of questions can be asked of each respondent. To examine whether the potential accuracy advantages of polyhedral methods for low q leads to a loss of accuracy at high q, we re-examined the performance of each method after 16 paired-comparison questions (q = 16).
Recall that the polyhedral method is used to design questions only when the polyhedron contains feasible responses. For low response errors the polyhedron is typically empty after eight questions, while for high response errors this generally occurs at around six or seven questions. Once the polyhedron is empty, we choose questions randomly. Because the polyhedral question-design method is only responsible for around half of the questions we use the label "poly/random."
The findings are reported in Table 3 , which is analogous to Table 2 . They reveal the emergence of fixed question-design methods in some domains. Asking a larger number of questions results in more complete coverage of the parameter space. This increases the importance of orthogonality and balance-the criteria used in efficient fixed question design. With more complete coverage, the ability to customize questions to focus on specific regions of the question However, even after 16 questions there remain domains in which polyhedral question design can improve performance. The poly/random method appears to be at least as accurate as the fixed design when the population is homogenous and/or response errors are high. Its advantage for low q does not seem to be particularly harmful for high q, especially for high response errors. Table 3 also suggests that analytic center estimation remains a useful estimation procedure when populations are heterogeneous and/or response errors are low. We note that this result is consistent with Andrews et al. (2002, p. 87) , who conclude "individual-level models overfit the data." They test OLS rather than the analytic center method and do not test adaptive methods.
In summary, our Monte Carlo experiments suggest that there are domains in which polyhedral question design and/or analytic center estimation improve the accuracy of conjoint analysis, but there are also domains better served by extant methods. Specifically,
• Polyhedral question design shows promise for low number of questions, such as the fuzzy frontend of product development and/or Web-based interviewing.
• For larger numbers of questions, efficient fixed designs appear to be best, but poly/random question design does well, especially when response errors are high and populations are homogenous.
• Analytic center estimation shows promise for heterogeneous populations and/or low response errors where the advantage of an individual-respondent focus is strongest.
• Hierarchical Bayes estimation is preferred when populations are more homogeneous and response errors are large.
The Role of Self-Explicated Questions
Hybrid conjoint models refer to methods that combine both compositional methods, such as self-explicated (SE) questions, and decompositional methods, such as metric paired-comparison (PC) questions, to produce new estimates. Although there are instances in
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which methods that use just one of these data sources outperform or provide equivalent accuracy to hybrid methods, there are many situations and product categories in which hybrid methods improve accuracy (e.g., Green 1984 ). An important hybrid from the perspective of evaluating polyhedral methods is ACA-the most widely used method for adaptive metric pairedcomparison questions. While ACA's question design algorithm has remained constant since the late 1970s, its estimation procedures have evolved to address the incommensurability of the SE and PC scales. Its default estimation procedure relies on an ordinary least-squares (OLS) regression that weighs the SE and the PC data in proportion to the number of questions asked (Sawtooth Software 2002, Version 5).
8 We label the current version "weighted hybrid" estimation and denote it by the acronym WHSE (the SE suffix indicates reliance on SE data). Sawtooth Software also incorporates the SE responses in their hierarchical Bayes estimation procedure by using the SEs to constrain the estimates of partworths both within a feature and between features to satisfy the ordinal conditions imposed by the SE data. For example, if a respondent's responses to the SE questions indicate that picture quality is more important than battery life, then the hierarchical Bayes parameters are restricted to satisfying this condition. We denote this algorithm with the acronym HBSE to indicate that the SE responses play a larger role in the estimation.
We also create a polyhedral hybrid by extending AC estimation to incorporate SE responses. To do so, we introduce constraints on the feasible polyhedron similar to those used by HBSE. For example, we impose a condition that picture quality is more important than battery life by using an inequality constraint on the polyhedron to exclude points in the partworth space that breach this condition. When the polyhedron becomes empty, we extend OPT4 to incorporate both the PC and SE constraints. We distinguish this method from the analytic center method by adding a suffix to the acronym: ACSE.
To compare WHSE, HBSE, and ACSE to their purebred progenitors, we must consider the accuracy of the SE data. If the SE data are perfectly accurate, then a model based on SEs alone will predict perfectly, and the hybrids would be almost as accurate. On the other hand, if the SEs are extremely noisy, then the hybrids may actually predict worse than methods that do not use SE data. To examine these questions, we undertook a second set of simulation experiments.
To simulate SE responses we assume that respondents' answers to SE questions are unbiased but imprecise. In particular, we simulate response error in the SE answers by adding to the vector of true partworths, u, a vector of independent identically distributed normal error terms with variance 2 se . We simulate two levels of SE response error-low error relative to PC responses ( se = 10) and high error relative to PC responses ( se = 70), truncating the SEs to a 0-to-100 scale. 9 We expect that these benchmarks should bound empirical situations. Recall that in the first set of simulations we assumed no SE errors ( se = 0), but discretized the scale. For consistency, we also use a discrete scale when there are nonzero SE errors. Based on these SE errors, we redo the simulations for each level of PC response errors and heterogeneity.
We summarize the results with Table 4 for lower numbers of questions (q = 8), where we report the most accurate question-design/estimation methods for each level of response error and heterogeneity. Detailed results are available from the authors. For ease of comparison, the earlier results (from Table 1 ) are summarized in the column labeled "Initial Simulations."
There are three results of interest. First, when the SEs are more accurate than the PCs, then the hybrids do well. In this situation, the PC question-design method matters less: polyhedral, fixed, and random hybrids are not significantly different in accuracy. Second, the insights obtained from Tables 1 through 3 TOUBIA, SIMESTER, HAUSER, AND DAHAN 10 Of the hybrids tested, WHSE is the only method that makes use of the interval-scale properties of the SEs. These metric properties appear to help when the "signal-to-noise ratio" is high (more variation in true partworths, less error in the SEs). This result suggests that other methods which use interval-scaled properties of the SEs should do well in these domains-a topic for further hybrid development (e.g., Ter Hofstede et al. 2002) .
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In summary, as in biology, where genetically diverse offspring often have traits superior to their purebred parents, heterosis in conjoint analysis improves predictive accuracy in some domains. Furthermore, polyhedral question design remains promising in these domains, and many of the insights from our earlier simulations still hold for hybrid methods. Finally, we expect and obtain analogous 10 If WHSE were not available, polyhedral ACSE is best for low response errors and polyhedral HBSE is best for high response errors. These results suggest that there is room for future research on how best to incorporate SE data with AC estimation. results for larger numbers of questions (q = 16). We could identify no additional insight beyond Tables 1 through 4.
Empirical Application and Test of Polyhedral Methods
While tests of internal validity are common in the conjoint-analysis literature, tests of external validity at the individual level are rare. 11 A search of the literature revealed four studies that predict choices in the context of natural experiments and one study based on a lottery choice. Wittink and Montgomery (1979) , Srinivasan (1988) , and Srinivasan and Park (1997) all use conjoint analysis to predict MBA job choice. Samples of 48, 45, and 96 student subjects, respectively, completed a conjoint questionnaire prior to accepting job offers. The methods were compared on their ability to predict actual job choices. First-preference predictions ranged from 64% to 76% versus randomchoice percentages of 26 to 36%. In another natural experiment, Wright and Kriewall (1980) used conjoint analysis (Linmap) to predict college applications by 120 families. They were able to correctly predict 20% of the applications when families were prompted to 11 Some researchers report aggregate predictions relative to observed market share. See Bucklin and Srinivasan (1991) , Currim (1981) , Green and Srinivasan (1978) , Griffin and Hauser (1993) , Hauser and Gaskin (1984) , McFadden (2000) , Page and Rosenbaum (1989) , and Robinson (1980) .
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think seriously about the features measured in conjoint analysis; 15% when they were not. This converts to a 16% improvement relative to their null model. Leigh et al. (1984) allocated 122 undergraduate business majors randomly to 12 different conjoint tasks designed to measure partworths for 5 features.
Respondents indicated their preferences for 10 calculators offered in a lottery. There were no significant differences among methods with first-preference predictions in the range of 26%-41% and percentage improvements of 28%. The authors also compared the performance of estimates based solely on SE responses and observed similar performance to the conjoint methods.
In this section, we test polyhedral methods with an empirical test involving an innovative laptopcomputer carrying bag. Our test differs from the natural experiment studies because it is based on a controlled experiment in which we chose pareto sets of product features. At the time of our study, the product was not yet on the market, so respondents had no prior experience with it. The bag includes a range of separable product features, such as the inclusion of a mobile-phone holder, side pockets, or a logo. We focused on nine product features, each with two levels, and included price as a tenth feature. Price is restricted to two levels ($70 and $100)-the extreme prices for the bags in both the internal and external validity tests. We estimated the partworths associated with prices between $70 and $100 by linearly interpolating. A more detailed description of the product features can be found on the Web sites cited earlier in the paper (and in the Acknowledgments).
Because ACA is the dominant industry method for adaptive question design, we chose a product category where we expected ACA to perform well-a category where separable product features would lead to moderately accurate SE responses. We anticipate that SE responses are more accurate in categories where customers make purchasing decisions about features separately by choosing from a menu of features. In contrast, we expect SE responses to be less accurate for products where the features are typically bundled together, so that customers have little experience in evaluating the importance of the individual features. If polyhedral question design and/or estimation does well in this category, then, based on Table 4 , we expect it to do well in categories where SE responses are less accurate.
Research Design
Subjects were randomly assigned to one of the three conjoint question-design methods: polyhedral (two cells), fixed, or ACA. We omitted random question design because the fixed question-design method dominates random design in Tables 2 and 3 . After completing the respective conjoint tasks, all the respondents were presented with the same validation exercises. The internal validation exercise involved four holdout metric paired-comparison (PC) questions, which occurred immediately after the 16 PC questions designed by the respective conjoint methods. The external validation exercise was the selection of a laptop-computer bag from a choice set of five bags. This exercise occurred in the same session as the conjoint tasks and holdout questions, but was separated from these activities by a filler task designed to cleanse memory (see Table 5 ).
Conjoint Tasks
Recall that ACA requires five sets of questions. Pretests confirmed that all of the features were acceptable to the target market, allowing us to skip the unacceptability task. This left four remaining tasks: ranking of levels within features, self-explicated (SE) questions, metric paired-comparison (PC) questions, and purchase intention (PI) questions. ACA uses the SE questions to select the PC questions, thus the SE questions in ACA must come first, followed by the PC questions and then the PI questions. To test ACA fairly, we adopted this question order for the ACA condition. The fixed and polyhedral question design techniques do not require SE or PI questions. Because asking the SE questions first could create a questionorder effect, we asked only PC questions (not the SE or PI questions) prior to the validation task in the fixed condition. To investigate the question-order effect we included two polyhedral data collection procedures: one that matched the fixed design (polyhedral 1) and one that matched ACA (polyhedral 2). In polyhedral 1, only PC questions preceded the validation task; while in polyhedral 2, all the questions preceded the validation task. This enables us to (a) explore whether the SE questions affect the responses to the PC questions and (b) evaluate the hybrid estimation methods that combine data from PC and SE questions.
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The complete research design, including the question order, is summarized in Table 5 . Questions associated with the conjoint tasks are highlighted in green (rows 1, 2, and 4), while the validation tasks are highlighted in yellow (rows 3 and 6). The filler task is highlighted in blue (row 5). In this design, polyhedral 1 can be matched with fixed; polyhedral 2 can be matched with ACA.
Internal Validity Task: Holdout PC Questions
Each of the question-design methods designed 16 metric paired-comparison (PC) questions. Following these questions, respondents answered four holdout PC questions-a test used extensively in the literature. The holdout profiles were randomly selected from an independent efficient design of 16 profiles and did not depend on prior answers by that respondent. There was no separation between the 16 initial questions and the four holdout questions, so that respondents were not aware that the questions were serving a different role.
Filler Task
The filler task was designed to separate the conjoint tasks and the external validity task. It was hoped that this separation would mitigate any memory effects that might influence how accurately the information from the conjoint tasks predicted which bags respondents chose in the external validity tasks. The filler task was the same in all four experimental conditions and comprised a series of questions asking respondents about their satisfaction with the survey questions. There was no significant difference in the responses to the filler task across the four conditions.
External Validity Task: Final Bag Selection
Respondents were told that they had $100 to spend and were asked to choose among five bags. The five bags shown to each respondent were drawn randomly from an orthogonal fractional factorial design of 16 bags. This design was the same across all four experimental conditions, so that there was no difference, on average, in the bags shown to respondents in each condition. The five bags were also independent of responses to the earlier conjoint questions. The price of the bags varied between $70 and $100 reflecting the difference in the anticipated market price of the features included with each bag. By pricing the bags in this manner we ensured that the choice set represented a Pareto frontier, as recommended by Elrod et al. (1992) , Green et al. (1988), and Johnson et al. (1989) .
Respondents were instructed that they would receive the bag they chose. If the bag was priced at less than $100, they were promised cash for the difference. To obtain a complete ranking, we told respondents that if one or more alternatives were unavailable, they might receive a lower ranked bag. The page used to solicit these rankings is presented in Figure 6 . 13 At the end of the study the chosen bags were distributed to respondents together with 13 We acknowledge two trade-offs in this design. The first is an endowment effect because we endow each respondent with $100. The second is the lack of a "no bag" option. While both are interesting research opportunities and quite relevant to market forecasting, a priori neither should favor one of the three methods relative to the other; we expect no interaction between the endowment/forced-
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Figure 6
Respondents Choose and Keep a Laptop Computer Bag the cash difference (if any) between the price of the selected bag and $100.
Self-Explicated and Purchase Intention Questions
The self-explicated questions asked respondents to rate the importance of each of the 10 product features. For a fair comparison to ACA, we used the wording for the questions, the (four-point) response scale, and the algorithm for profile selection proposed by Sawtooth Software (1996) . For the purchase intention questions, respondents were shown six bags, and we asked how likely they were to purchase each bag. We adopted the wording, response scale, and algorithms for profile selection suggested by Sawtooth Software.
Subjects
The subjects (respondents) were first-year MBA students. They were not informed about the objectives choice design and PC question design and leave such investigations to future research. However, the forced choice design might add noise to the most accurate methods relative to less accurate methods. This would make it more difficult to achieve significant differences and is thus conservative. Pragmatically, we designed the task to maximize the power of the statistical comparisons of the four treatments. The forced choice also helped to reduce the (substantial) cost of this research.
of the study, nor had they taken a course in which conjoint analysis was taught in detail. We received 330 complete responses (there was one incomplete response) from an e-mail invitation to 360 studentsa response rate of over 91%. Pure random assignment (without quotas) yielded 80 subjects for the ACA condition, 88 for the fixed condition, and 162 for the polyhedral conditions, broken out as 88 for the standard question order (polyhedral 1) and 74 for the alternative question order (polyhedral 2). The questionnaires were pretested on a total of 69 subjects drawn from professional market research and consulting firms, former students, graduate students in operations research, and second-year students in an advanced marketing course that studied conjoint analysis. The pretests were valuable for finetuning the question wording and the Web-based interfaces. By the end of the pretest, respondents found the questions unambiguous and easy to answer. Following standard scientific procedures, the pretest data were not merged with the experimental data. However, analysis of this small sample suggests that the findings agree directionally with those reported here, albeit not at the same level of significance. Figure 7 illustrates some of the key screens in the conjoint analysis questionnaires. In Figure 7a respondents are introduced to the price feature. Figure 7b illustrates one of the dichotomous features-the closure on the sleeve. This is an animated screen that provides more detail as respondents move their pointing devices past the picture. Figure 7c illustrates one of the PC tasks. Respondents were asked to rate their relative preference for two profiles that varied on three features. Both text and pictures were used to describe the profiles. In the pictures, features that did not vary between the products were chosen to coincide with the respondent's preferences for feature levels obtained in the tasks such as Figure 7b . The format was identical for all four experimental treatments. Finally, Figure 7d illustrates the first three self-explicated questions. The full questionnaires for each treatment are available on a Web site cited earlier in this paper. We note that some of these Web site improvements (e.g., dynamically changing pictures) are not standard in Sawtooth Software's implementation; thus, our tests should be considered a test of ACA question design (and estimation) rather than a test of Sawtooth Software's commercial implementation.
Additional Details
Results of the Field Test
To evaluate the conjoint methods we calculated the Spearman rank-order correlation between the actual and observed rankings for the five bags shown to each respondent. 14 We report the results in Table 6 14 As an alternative metric, we compared how well the methods predicted which product the respondents favored. The two metrics provide a similar pattern of results so, for ease of exposition, using the same benchmark methods that we used for the Monte Carlo simulations.
In the simulation analysis we had the luxury of large sample sizes (500 respondents) and were able to completely control for respondent heterogeneity. Although the sample sizes in Table 6 are large compared to previous tests of this type, they are small compared to the simulation analysis. As a result, none of the differences across methods are significant at the 0.05 level in independent-sample t-tests. However, we focus on the correlation measure. There are additional reasons to focus on correlations. First-choice prediction is a dichotomous variable highly dependent upon the number of items in the choice set. In addition, it provides less power because it has higher variance than the Spearman correlation, which is based on a rank order of five items. these independent-sample t-tests do not use all the information available in the data. We also evaluate significance by an alternative method that pools the correlation measures calculated after each additional PC question. This results in a total of sixteen observations for each respondent.
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To control for heteroscedasticity we estimate a separate intercept for each question number. We also controlled for respondent heterogeneity in the randomly assigned conditions with a null model that assumes that the 10 laptop bag features are equally important. If, despite the random assignment of respondents to conditions, the responses in one condition are more consistent with the null model, then the comparisons would be biased in favor of this condition. We control for such potential heterogeneity by including a measure describing how accurately the equal-weights (null) model performs on the predictive correlations. The complete specification for this model is described in Equation (1), where r indexes the respondents and q indexes the number of PC questions used in the partworth estimates. The s and s are coefficients in the regression and rq is an error term. 
The Question and Method terms refer to dummy variables identifying the question and method effects.
The EqualWeight variable measures the correlation obtained for respondent r between the actual rankings and the rankings obtained from an equal weights model. Under this specification, the coefficients represent the expected increase or decrease in this correlation across questions due to method m relative to an arbitrarily chosen base method. Positive (negative) values for the coefficients indicate that the correlations between the actual and predicted rankings are higher (lower) for method m than the base method.
We further control for potential heteroscedasticity introduced by the panel nature of the data by calculating robust standard errors (White 1980) . We also estimated a random effects model, but there were almost no differences in the coefficients of interest. Moreover, the Hausman specification test favored the fixed-effects specification. The findings are summarized in Table 7 .
Comparison of Estimation Methods
We compare the accuracy of the different estimation methods by comparing the findings in Table 6 within a column (for a specific set of questions) and looking to Table 7 for significance tests. This comparison holds the question design constant and varies the estimation method. For those experimental cells that were designed to obtain estimates without the SE questions, hierarchical Bayes and analytic center estimation offer similar predictive accuracy for fixed Notes. Method m > Method n: Method m is more accurate than method n but the difference is not significant. Method m >> Method n: Method m is significantly more accurate than method n p < 0 05 . Method m >>> Method n: Method m is significantly more accurate than method n p < 0 01 .
questions, but analytic center estimation performs better for polyhedral questions. If SE responses are available, the preferred estimation method appears to depend upon both the question-design method and the number of PC responses used in the estimation. For polyhedral questions HBSE performs extremely well for low numbers of PC questions, perhaps due to its use of population level data. However, increasing the number of PC responses yields less improvement in the accuracy of HBSE relative to WHSE. After 16 questions all three estimation methods converge to comparable accuracy levels, suggesting that there are sufficient data at the individual level to provide estimates that need not depend on population distributions. When using PC questions designed by ACA, WHSE out-performs HBSE, albeit not significantly so.
Comparison of Question-Design Methods
The findings in Table 6 also facilitate comparison of the question-design methods. Comparing across columns (within rows) in Table 6 holds the estimation method constant and varies the question design. The findings favor the two conditions in which the polyhedral question design was used. When the SE measures were not collected, the polyhedral question design yielded significantly p < 0 01 more accurate predictions than the fixed design. This holds true irrespective of the estimation method.
When SE responses were collected, the polyhedral question design was more accurate than ACA across every estimation method, although the difference was not significant for WHSE. Detailed investigation reveals that for every estimation method we tested, the estimates derived using the polyhedral questions outperform the corresponding estimates derived using ACA questions after each and every question number.
The Incremental Predictive Value of the SE Questions and of PC Questions
In this category, Table 6 suggests that hybrid methods that use both SE and PC questions consistently outperform methods that rely on PC questions alone. Thus, in this category, the SE questions provide incremental predictive ability. We caution that the product category was chosen at least in part because the SE responses were expected to be accurate. The simulations suggest that this improvement in accuracy may not be true in all domains.
We also evaluate whether the PC responses contributed incremental accuracy. Predictions that use the SE responses alone (without the PC responses) yield an average correlation with actual choice of 0.64. This is lower than the performance of the best methods that use both SE and PC responses and comparable at q = 16 to those methods that do not use SE responses (see Table 6 ). We conclude (in this category) that the TOUBIA, SIMESTER, HAUSER, AND DAHAN
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16 PC questions provide roughly the same amount of information as the 10 SE questions and that, for methods that use both, the PC data add incremental predictive ability. This conclusion is consistent with previous evidence in the literature (Green et al. 1981 , Huber et al. 1993 , Johnson 1999 , Leigh et al. 1984 .
The Internal Validity Task
We repeated the analysis of question design and estimation methods using the correlation measures from the internal validity (holdout questions) task. Details are in Appendix 2. The results for internal validity are similar to the results for external validity. However, there are two differences worth noting. First, while HBSE predicted better than WHSE for polyhedral question design in the choice task, there was no significant difference in the holdout task. Second, while polyhedral question design was significantly better than fixed design for the choice task, there were no significant differences for the holdout task.
Question Order Effects: Polyhedral 1 Versus Polyhedral 2 Polyhedral 1 and polyhedral 2 varied in question order; the SE questions preceded the PC questions in polyhedral 2 but not in polyhedral 1. Otherwise, both methods used the same question design algorithman algorithm that does not use SE data. Nonetheless, question order might influence the accuracy of the PC responses. If the SE questions "wear out" or tire respondents, causing them to pay less attention to the PC questions, we might expect that inclusion of the SE questions will degrade the accuracy of the PC responses. Alternatively, the SE questions may improve the accuracy of the PC questions by acting as a training or "warm-up" task that helps respondents clarify their values, increasing the accuracy of the PC questions (Green et al. 1991 , Huber et al. 1993 , Johnson 1991 . By comparing the two experimental cells we investigate whether the prior SE questions affected the accuracy of the respondents' PC responses. The predictive accuracy of the two conditions are not statistically different (t = −0 05 for AC estimation, the preferred estimation method from Tables 1 and 7 ). This suggests that by the sixteenth question any wear out or warm-up/learning had disappeared. However, there might still be an effect for the early questions. When we estimate performance of AC estimation using a version of Equation (1), the effect is not significant for external validity task (t = 0 68) but is significant for the internal validity task (t = 2 60). In summary, the evidence is mixed. There is no evidence that the SE questions improve or degrade the accuracy of the PC questions for the choice task, but they might improve accuracy for the holdout task. Further testing is warranted. For example, if the first cut of the polyhedron is critical, then it is important that the first PC question be answered as accurately as feasible. The use of SE questions might sensitize the respondent and enhance the accuracy of the first PC question. Alternatively, researchers might investigate other warm-up questions, such as those in which the respondent configures an ideal product (Dahan and Hauser 2002) .
Summary of the Field Test
In the field test, polyhedral question-design appears to be the most accurate of the tested question-design methods. When SE data are available, the most accurate estimation methods were the HBSE and WHSE hybrids. If SE data were unavailable, the most accurate estimation method was AC for polyhedral questions and HB for fixed questions.
To compare the field test to the simulations, we must identify the relevant domain. Fortunately, estimates of heterogeneity and PC response errors are a by-product of the hierarchical Bayes estimation, and we can use HB to estimate SE errors. These estimates suggest high levels of heterogeneity ( 2 u ≈ 29) and PC response errors ( 2 pc ≈ 43) but moderately low SE response errors ( 2 pc ≈ 18). When SEs are unavailable, the simulations predict that in this domain: (1) Polyhedral question design should be better than fixed for both estimation methods, (2) AC should be much better than HB for polyhedral questions, (3) AC should remain better than HB for fixed questions, but the difference is not as large. The significant findings in Table 7 are consistent with (1) and (2). Contrary to (3), HB is better for fixed questions, but not significantly so.
For accurate SEs, the simulations predict that in this domain: (4) Polyhedral questions will remain strong for hybrid estimation methods, but the differences among question-design methods will be less for hybrid methods than for purebred methods; (5) hybrid estimation methods will outperform the purebred methods; and (6) WHSE will outperform ACSE (in the detailed simulation data for this domain HBSE also outperforms ACSE). Predictions (4), (5), and (6) hold true in the field test.
It is always difficult to compare field data to simulations because, despite experimental controls, there may be unobserved phenomena in the field test that are not captured in the simulations. However, the two types of data are remarkably consistent, albeit not perfectly so.
Product Launch
Subsequent to our research, Timbuk2 launched the laptop bags with features similar to those tested including multiple sizes, custom colors, logo options, accessory holders (PDA and cellular phone), mesh pockets, and laptop sleeves. Timbuk2 considers the product a success-It is selling well and is profitable. We now compare the laboratory experiment and the national launch. However, we do so with caution because the goal of the field test was to compare methods rather than to forecast the national launch. By design we used a student sample rather than a national sample, offered only two color combinations, and did not offer the large size bag. Furthermore, one tested feature, the "boot," was not included in the national launch because production cost (and feasibility) exceeded the price that could be justified. One feature, a bicycle strap, was added based on managerial judgment.
There were five comparable features that appeared in both the field test and the national launch. With the above caveats in mind, the correlation of the predicted feature shares from the conjoint analyses with those observed in the marketplace was 0.9, which was significant. (By feature share we mean percent of customers who chose each of the five features.) Predictions with various null models were not significant. Unfortunately, these data do not provide sufficient power to compare the relative accuracies of the methods nor report correlations to more than one significant figure.
Conclusions and Future Research
Recent developments in math programming provide new methods for designing metric paired-comparison questions and estimating partworths. The questiondesign method uses a multidimensional polyhedron to characterize feasible parameters and focus questions to reduce the size of the polyhedron as fast as possible. The estimation method uses the analytic center to approximate the center of the polyhedron. This centrality estimate summarizes what is known about the feasible set of parameters. Our goals in this paper were to (1) propose practical algorithms using polyhedral methods, (2) demonstrate their feasibility, (3) test their potential in a variety of domains, (4) compare their theoretical accuracy relative to existing methods, and (5) compare their predictive accuracy relative to existing methods in a realistic empirical situation. The field test was designed to match one of the theoretical domains that was favorable to existing methods. The overall conclusion is that polyhedral methods are worth further development, experimentation, and study. Detailed findings are summarized in Table 8 . We are encouraged by the performance of polyhedral methods in the Monte Carlo and external-validity experiments. We feel that with further research new algorithms based on polyhedral methods have the potential to become easier to use, more accurate, and applicable in a broader set of domains. We close by highlighting some of the opportunities.
Theoretical Improvements
Error Theory. Our proposed heuristic (OPT4) provides a practical means by which to use the analytic center to obtain partworth estimates from noisy data. Although the maximum error, , is likely to increase with the number of questions, the mean error, /q, is likely to decrease. Furthermore, the analytic center estimates appear to be unbiased, except when there TOUBIA, SIMESTER, HAUSER, AND DAHAN Fast Polyhedral Adaptive Conjoint Estimation Table 8 Detailed Summary of Findings
Feasibility
• The polyhedral question-design method can design questions in real time for a realistic number of parameters.
• The analytic center estimation heuristic yields real time partworth estimates that provide reasonable accuracy with little or no bias.
Monte Carlo Experiments
• Polyhedral question design shows the most promise for lower numbers of questions where it does well in all tested heterogeneity and response-error domains.
• Fixed question design remains best for larger numbers of questions, but poly/random does well for homogeneous populations and high response errors.
• AC estimation shows promise for heterogeneous populations and low response errors; HB performs well when the population is homogeneous and response errors are high.
• When SE data are available and relatively noisy:
Polyhedral question design continues to perform well. Purebred estimation methods may be preferred.
• When SE data are available and relatively accurate:
Question design is relatively less important. For homogeneous populations, HBSE is the best estimation method. For heterogeneous populations, WHSE is the best estimation method.
External-Validity Experiment
• The field test domain had high heterogeneity and PC response errors, and moderately low SE response errors. The findings are consistent with the Monte Carlo results in this domain.
• Polyhedral question design shows promise irrespective of the availability of SE data. This is true for all tested estimation methods.
• When SE data are unavailable, analytic center estimation is a viable alternative to hierarchical Bayes estimation, especially when paired with polyhedral question design.
• When SE data are available, existing hybrid estimation methods (HBSE and WHSE) appear to outperform the ACSE hybrid.
Product Launch
• The laptop bags were launched to the market, but we must be cautious when evaluating predictive accuracy because there were many differences between the empirical experiment and the market launch. In addition, there were insufficient data for relative comparisons.
• With these caveats, the conjoint analyses correlate well with the marketplace outcome.
is endogeneity in question design. However, we have not yet developed a formal proof of either hypothesis. More generally, it might be possible to derive the error-handling heuristics from more-fundamental distributional assumptions.
Algorithmic Improvements for Question Design.
There are a number of ways in which polyhedral question design might be improved. For example, the proposed algorithm reverts to random selection when the polyhedron becomes empty (around q = 8 when p = 10). We might explore algorithms that use relaxed constraints (OPT4) after the initial polyhedron becomes empty. Multistep look-ahead algorithms might yield further improvements.
Improved Hybrid Estimation. Analytic center estimation appears to do quite well when SE data are not available or when SE data are relatively noisy. However, when the SE data are relatively accurate, existing methods are better. In particular, for some domains a method that directly exploits the metric properties of the SEs seems to be best. We proposed ACSE as a natural way to mix AC estimation with SE constraints, but there might be other methods that make better use of the metric properties of the SEs. Table 4 also suggests that SE metric properties might be useful with hierarchical Bayes hybrids, such as the Ter Hofstede et al. (2002) algorithm.
Complexity Constraints. Evgeniou et al. (2002) demonstrate that "support vector machines" (SVM) can improve estimation by automatically balancing complexity of the partworth specification with fit. These researchers are now exploring a hybrid between analytic center and SVM estimation for stated-choice data-an exciting development that can TOUBIA, SIMESTER, HAUSER, AND DAHAN Fast Polyhedral Adaptive Conjoint Estimation deal with nonlinearities in polyhedral specifications. We might also extend the algorithm in Appendix 1 to incorporate complexity considerations directly either by using relaxed constraints (thick hyperplanes as in Figure 2b ) or the direct use of OPT4 in the definition of the hyperplanes.
Monte Carlo Experiments
Addressing the "Why." Our heuristics are designed to obtain better questions by reducing the feasible polyhedron as rapidly as possible. In an analogy to the theory of efficient questions, e.g., D-efficiency, this heuristic focuses the next question on that portion of the parameter space where we have the least information. Future Monte Carlo experiments might test this hypothesis or identify an alternative explanation. Such theory might lead to further improvements in the algorithm.
Learning and Wear-Out. The comparison of question order (polyhedral 1 versus polyhedral 2) suggests that the SE questions might increase the accuracy of the paired-comparison questions by acting as warmup questions. This is an example of the more general issue that response errors might depend upon q. For example, exploratory simulations, using pc = 1 + 2 q, suggest that learning (positive 2 ) causes mean absolute error (MAE) to decline more rapidly as the number of questions, q, increases. Wear-out (negative 2 ) yields a U-shaped function. Other simulations might explore further many behavioral issues affecting response accuracy (Tourangeau et al. 2000) .
Interactions. Analytic center estimation is a byproduct of polyhedral question design. Tables 1, 6 , and 7 suggest that there might be interactions among question-design and estimation methods in terms of MAE or predictive ability. Although none of these interactions was significant in our data, interactions are worth further exploration. For example, while AC does well when the SE data are unavailable or relatively noisy, ACSE does not do as well for relatively accurate SE data.
Other Domains. Our simulations explore heterogeneity, response error, and the number of questions. We made a number of decisions such as the manner in which we specified heterogeneity (normally distributed with mean at the center of the range) and response error (normally distributed with no bias). Initial simulations suggested that the results were not sensitive to these assumptions, but more systematic exploration might identify interesting phenomena that we were not able to explore. Simulations for extremely large p or q might also yield new insight.
Other Criteria. We chose MAE as our evaluative criteria. Exploratory simulation suggested that root mean squared error (RMSE) appeared to be proportional to MAE. We might also explore other criteria such as predictive accuracy (analogous to Table 6), the dollar value of product features (Jedidi et al. 2003, Ofek and Srinivasan 2002) , or the incremental explanatory power of each question and question type.
Empirical Tests in Other Categories
Known Applications. Polyhedral methods are beginning to diffuse. Sawtooth Software, Inc. now offers a polyhedral option to its ACA software, Harris Interactive, Inc. has begun initial testing, and National Family Opinion, Inc. is exploring feasibility. Sawtooth Software has completed an empirical test of internal validity using a poly/ACA question design algorithm (Orme and King 2002) . In their data, on average, the ACA portion chose 63% of the paired-comparison questions. They observed no significant differences between the methods after q = 30. We have not been able to obtain for their application estimates of heterogeneity, PC response error, SE response error, or performance for low q.
Other Product Categories. We choose a category with separable features. In this category, the SE data were relatively accurate, and thus the ACA benchmark was not handicapped. This domain matched one of the 3×2×2 classes of categories in Table 4 , and the empirical data were consistent with the Monte Carlo data. We hypothesize that the Monte Carlo experiments are consistent with the 11 other classes of categories, but further empirical tests might explore this hypothesis further.
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Appendix 1: Mathematics of Fast Polyhedral Adaptive Conjoint Estimation
Consider the case of p parameters anduestions where q ≤ p. Let u j be the jth parameter of the respondent's partworth function and let u be the p × 1 vector of parameters. Without loss of generality we assume binary features such that u j is the high level of the jth feature and constrain their values between 0 and 100. For more levels we simply recode the u vector and impose constraints such as u m ≤ u h . We handle such inequality constraints by adding slack variables, v hm ≥ 0, such that u h = u m + v hm . Let r be the number of externally imposed constraints, of which r ≤ r are inequality constraints. Let z il be the 1 × p vector describing the left-hand profile in the ith paired-comparison question and let z ir be the 1 × p vector describing the right-hand profile. The elements of these vectors are binary indicators taking on the values 0 or 1. Let X be the q × p matrix of x i = z il − z ir for i = 1 to q. Let a i be the respondent's answer to the ith question and let a be the q × 1 vector of answers for i = 1 to q. Then, if there were no errors, the respondent's answers imply X u = a. To handle additional constraints, we augment these equations such that X becomes a q + r × p + r matrix, a becomes a q + r × 1 vector, and u becomes a p + r × 1 vector. These augmented relationships form a polyhedron, P = u ∈ p+r X u = a u ≥ 0 . We begin by assuming that P is nonempty, that X is full-rank, and that no j exists such that u j = 0 for all u in P. We later indicate how to handle these cases.
Finding an Interior Point of the Polyhedron
To begin the algorithm we first find a feasible interior point of P by solving a linear program, (LP1) (Freund et al. 1985) . Let e be a p + r × 1 vector of 1s and let 0 be a p + r × 1 vector of 0s; the y j s and are parameters of (LP1) If u * y * * solves (LP1), then * −1 u * is an interior point of P whenever y * > 0. If there are some y j s equal to 0, then there are some js for which u j = 0 for all u ∈ P. If LP1 is infeasible, then P is empty. We address these cases later in this appendix. Note. The missing observations reflect respondents who gave the same response for all four holdout questions (in which case the correlations were undefined). 
